Discover Cheval Blanc Randheli and the beauty of the surrounding
Noonu Atoll through the following immersive experiences.
From a series of specially-crafted experiences to explore our waters and
lush islands, to experiential dining and captivating culinary activities, to
wholesome journeys dedicated to well-being, each experience creates
unforgettable memories to share with the ones you love.
Every experience may be tailored to your needs and expectations. Our
team of passionate Alchemists and your dedicated Majordome is at your
complete disposal to create a special itinerary for your stay with us.
Cheval Blanc Randheli’s Alchemists may be
alchemist.randheli@chevalblanc.com or +960 656 1515.

Pricing for all experiences available upon request.
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For those who seek adventure, this evening experience unveils the secret
nightlives of marine life beneath the sea.
After a brief boat ride away from the Maison, a guided snorkelling trip
led by one of our dedicated guides explores the colours of the
underwater world. Equipped with a special blue LED filtered light and
yellow filtered mask, the fluorescence of the night springs to life before
your eyes.
See marine life magically illuminated, darting back and forth, at only
fingertips away. After this inspiring immersion, learn about the
phenomenon of Bio Fluorescence from our snorkel guide, one of
nature’s true jewels and enchanting occurrences, to take home a new
appreciation for the marvels of nature.

Experience the beauty and majesty of the Indian Ocean on your
doorstep! With the benefit of your own private guide, Cheval Blanc
Randheli is delighted to host a snorkelling experience around the Spa
Island’s house-reef.
A brief sail away from the Maison, snorkelers are escorted by a dedicated
Ambassadeur as you discover the underwater wonders of the Maldives.
Then, enjoy a moment of tranquility at the Cheval Blanc Spa with the
‘After Diving Treatment’ by Guerlain, designed specifically for the
Maison.
The treatment is followed by a tailor-made experiential dinner served
under the stars at the Spa Island or as a laid-back BBQ on the beach –
the choice is yours.

Plunge into the graceful underwater world of sea angels. Watch closely
as their gentle wings glide through the water like clouds.
Cheval Blanc Randheli is delighted to host an experience like no other,
partnering with the Manta Ray Conservation Charity.
A high-speed boat or luxury yacht cruise divers from 35 minutes to 2
hours away to the world of mantas rays where a dive master
accompanies guests on a discovery of manta cleaning stations or
Hanifaru Bay. This half day or full day trip transports guests across the
Atoll to crystalline waters where mantas play gracefully.
The Manta Conservation Charity uses all collected documentation (film,
photos) to attempt identifying each ray and provide insight on their age,
gender and normal whereabouts. For never-before spotted mantas,
guests are invited to name their ray!

Available Mid-July to October.

The passionate Ambassadeurs of Cheval Blanc Randheli are delighted to
create a made-to-measure experience or activity for yourself or with
your friends and family. From watersports, to diving, to an entire day of
island discovery, to an apprenticeship with our master chefs, our creative
team is at your disposal to create ultimate memories to share for years to
come.
Kindly contact your Majordome or our dedicated Alchemist team to
begin designing your dreams.

Enjoy an unforgettable moment on board Cheval Blanc Randheli’s
bespoke seaplane with your entire family. Fly into the Maldivian sky and
witness the turquoise beauty from the sky in an extraordinary 15-minute
flight.
Dress up for the occasion with your very own pilot hat and pilot’s wings
and meet the captain and the crew at the cockpit before take off for a
pre-flight briefing! Then, take a seat in the cabin and watch the pilots
during their take-off maneuvers. Snap as many photos of the lagoon
where the water meets the sky for your memories.

At the end, little ones receive their Cheval Blanc Seaplane pilot’s license
and a special mini-seaplane gift to take home.

Spirituality blooms with the full moon. Experience a soul-nourishing
yoga session at the secluded Cheval Blanc Spa Island.
After a gentle dhoni journey across the shimmering waters of the
Noonu Atoll, a warm welcome awaits by the Maison’s Yoga Master and
Spa Ambassadeurs. Find inner peace and tranquillity at the Spa Yoga
Pavilion whilst following the enchanting Full Moon Salutation, a
relaxing exercise of balanced breathing, improved strength and
flexibility.
The gentle whispers of the water and the cool air against the skin opens
the mind to complete serenity. Following the session, return to
Randheli where a Carte Blanche dining experience awaits at the
beachfront or in the privacy of your villa.
Whether enjoying this experience on a clear, starlit night, or upon the
monthly Maldivian full moon, allow yourself to be transported to a
world away.

The first of their kind in the Maldives, the Maison unveils three bespoke
wellness journeys aimed at ultimate restoration.
With programmes ranging from one to five days, guests are invited to
choose a daily spa, fitness or sport and culinary activity in designing an
ultra-personalised and effective journey.
For blissful relaxation and tranquil renewal, the first programme, the
Well-being Journey, encourages gentle restoration of the body and
mind through wholesome, healing activities.

For a results-driven renewal, the Detox & Fitness Journey focuses on
de-stressing and healthful dieting through diverse spa, fitness and sport
practices.
Finally, to bring the entire family together, the Maison offers a unique
Family Well-being Journey for the entire family to accomplish together.
From stimulating active adventures, to hands-on spa lessons, to
teamwork culinary sessions, the whole family can get involved.
Discover more information here.

For special occasions and group events, allow our dedicated team to
design an incredible display on a private island, only for you and your
guests.

From weddings, vow renewal ceremonies, or a ‘party island’ event,
create unforgettable memories for you and your closest friends and
family in the magical universe of the Cheval Blanc Randheli Private
Island or on a desert island in the middle of the sparkling waters.

Feel the wind of the ocean air at your fingertips. Embark on an
exhilarating speed boat ride and glide through the crests of the deep,
blue ocean during a family or romantic escape. Speed off to a desert
island to experience a day of absolute seclusion.
Upon arrival, your Ambassadeur awaits with parasols and sun loungers
for an immediate immersion into relaxation. Whether a quick
refreshment or a made-to-measure meal, allow your Ambassadeur to
serve a beachfront, exotic menu designed by the Maison’s chefs and
tailored to your tastes.

After a frolic through the crystal waters with a snorkelling tour or an
entire afternoon of lounging in peace, depart your private island for a
cruise back to Randheli.

Please note that this experience will be confirmed 24 hours prior
depending on weather and tide conditions. This experience is also
subject to approval of local authorities.

With love as enduring as the current of the ocean, celebrate your endless
union with a vow renewal ceremony in the midst of the Indian Ocean.
The Maison’s sparkling Azimut Leonardo 98 luxury yacht sails you and
your loved one to a secluded location away from Randheli. Here, an
onboard ceremony is conducted with the gentle whispers of the sea air
and the soft lapping of the waves as an ultimate soundtrack.
After the ceremony, the Azimut sails back to Randheli where an
intimate dinner is served in the privacy of your villa’s deck or beach.

To accompany this Maldivian renewal, the Maison’s Ambassadeurs
perform a traditional Bodu Beru musical experience, before leaving you
to enjoy the beautiful Maldivian starry night.

Experience the kaleidoscope of the Randheli sunset in full view. Sail
into the crystal waters of our Noonu Atoll onboard a traditional dhoni
outfitted with a graceful sail.

Glide across the lagoon, a bottle of effervescent champagne in hand, and
gaze at the canvas that surrounds our islands whilst enjoying a gourmet
moment with delightful canapés, created specifically to your tastes.

The Maison is a dazzling backdrop for the most intimate, romantic
celebrations as well as grand, lavish gatherings. From the passionate
service of our dedicated Ambassadeurs, to the unique Cheval Blanc Art
de Recevoir and unparalleled scenery, an unforgettable experience
awaits.
A Wedding & Vow Renewal programme is available upon request.

Imagine your own private cinema, in the seclusion and privacy of your
villa, in one of the most sought-after locations in the world.
Cheval Blanc Randheli is delighted to offer a big screen film projection
under the light of the stars. Choose from a wide selection of movies and
enjoy in an open-air cinema at your villa.
Small gourmandises and delightful treats will be provided by your Carte
Blanche Ambassadeur. Or, for those seeking a more complete culinary
journey, a Carte Blanche dinner may be served upon request.

The Maison also hosts family and children’s screenings with freshly
popped popcorn on a beautiful island location.
Feel the breeze of Noonu Atoll and hear the gentle rustling of palm
fronds whilst enjoying this ultimate cinema escape.

This experience is recommended for Island Villas.

Whether a private dinner on the Spa Island, beach barbecue on the
ivory sands of Randheli or an al-fresco experience in the pergola of your
villa, our Ambassadeurs are delighted to create a personalised dining
experience according to your wishes in taste, location and style. Below,
discover our selection of menus that may be served where you desire.
French Savoir-Faire
A three act exploration of rich French classical cuisine.
Far East Chinese
Dim Sum and sharing dishes inspire conviviality.
A Taste of Japan
Delicate contrasts of raw and cooked with Japanese refinement.

Indian Vibrancy
A colourful array of complex, layered spices.
Magic of the Maldives
The iconic dishes and flavours of our Atolls.
Spices of the Orient
An exotic array of dishes to be shared amongst friends and family.
Eclectic Grill
Continental classics celebrating the best of land and sea.
Essence of Randheli
Our chef’s premium selection with a local twist.
Jewels of the Sea
A celebration of the fresh catches from our seas.

Dive into the art of culinary and wine with the Maison’s master chefs.
With the guidance and direction of our cuisine and pastry chefs, learn
the secrets to stunning macarons, vibrant lemon tarts, cloudy soufflés,
perfect pizzas and anything else your palate craves.
With a one-on-one session with one of the Maison’s very own talented
chefs, experience the rare occasion of their flavourful lives. Step-by-step,
allow yourself to be guided by their knowledge of ingredients and
techniques, and master them yourself.
Experience the adrenaline-fueled world of chefs and bring home a
special skill to share with the ones you love.

Cheval Blanc Randheli’s masterful team of sommeliers invites guests to
Le 1947 wine museum for a journey of oenology.

Enter the world of wine and taste as sommeliers do! From old world
classics to new world surprises, our sommeliers will guide you from the
history to the production, to the ageing and serving of several growths,
harvests, blends and cuvées.

The Maison is delighted to offer guests one of the largest collections of
fine and rare wines and spirits in the Maldives. Allow our team of
sommeliers and chefs to compose an unparalleled menu of exquisite
labels, vintages and blends paired with a menu featuring indulgent, rare
ingredients.
Whether a journey through the best cuvées of Champagne, to the
legendary grand crus of Bordeaux – or simply a taste of a rare aged
spirit, our sommeliers are delighted to tailor an idyllic tasting of food
and wine for avid oenophiles.

Built according to US Open and Paris Masters standards, one artificial
and one hard tennis court await sporty guests for a special tennis
experience at Maakurandhoo Island.

Just minutes away from Randheli by speedboat and a beautiful stroll
through the pristine island’s jungle path, the tennis courts are accessible
during the day as well as in floodlit evening hours.
To prepare pre-match, rest between matches, or refresh post-match a
clubhouse is an ideal venue for a cool down with a freshly opened
coconut before the departure back to the Maison. Also equipped with
his and hers showers and restrooms, enjoy the ability to rejuvenate
completely before embarking across the water.

The passionate Ambassadeurs of Cheval Blanc Randheli are delighted to
create a made-to-measure experience or activity for yourself or with
your friends and family. From watersports, to diving, to an entire day of
island discovery, to an apprenticeship with our master chefs, our creative
team is at your disposal to create ultimate memories to share for years to
come.
Kindly contact your Majordome or our dedicated Alchemist team to
begin designing your dreams.

To discover the full list of Cheval Blanc Randheli’s activities and
experiences, kindly refer to the following links.
From jet-skiing to sea-bobbing, enjoy the waters of the Noonu Atoll
with the Maison’s Water Adventures here.
Explore the vibrant underwater world of the Maldives with tailored
diving and snorkelling activities for all levels here.

With two tennis courts and a spacious fitness centre with cutting edge
Technogym equipment, get fit and get strong here.
Discover the specially-designed experiences for children, teens and
families here.
Indulge in the ultimate escape at the Cheval Blanc Spa private island
featuring exclusive treatments by Guerlain. Explore here.

Our passionate team of Alchemists and your dedicated Majordome are at
your complete disposal for all bookings and further information.
Cheval Blanc Randheli
Randheli Island - Noonu Atoll - Republic of Maldives
T. +960 656 1515 - F. +960 656 1818
E. info.randheli@chevalblanc.com - W. www.chevalblanc.com
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